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“We are witnessing substantial progress in gender diversity in international arbitration, with a rise in 

the number of women appointed as arbitrators, occupying leadership roles, and redefining the sector. 

But there is still so much work to be done.”... 

--Claudia Salomon 

I. INTRODUCTION  

We have addressed and discussed the topic of Gender and the Law in all aspects over the past one and a 

half days, including gender-based violence, gender and judging, human rights of victims and 

perpetrators of violence, equality in property division, gender equality and international treaties, as well 

as gender in the workplace, masculinity and violence, sentencing, and access to justice.  

I considered what further could be said and decided that a historical overview of earlier judicial 

colloquia may serve as a backdrop to what we'd covered thus far. 

Over the last two decades, there has been a rising recognition of women's rights as human rights, 

boosted no doubt by the acceptance of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) by an overwhelming majority of United Nations member 

states.  

The efficacy of any treaty or constitutional document is heavily dependent on how it is used and 

interpreted. In this sense, judges are strategically positioned to assess such efficacy through the use of 

international treaties in their judgements, particularly when it comes to promoting and developing 

women's rights.  

It was acknowledged that the judiciary's historic conservatism resulted in a reluctance to depart from 

custom and time-honoured precedent, and that a mental change was necessary, particularly at the 

national level, to improve women's positions. 
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It concerns who we perceive representing us in court. People associate more representative government 

with a more gender diverse judiciary. Diverse judges can provide a balanced approach to law 

enforcement and equity implementation, which fosters public trust and confidence in the state. 

Since the UN General Assembly passed the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination against Women in 1979, women have risen to positions of leadership in a variety of 

sectors. Nonetheless, many courts continue to fall short of truly representing the diverse populations they 

serve. 

Women's representation in the judiciary varies. Women account for more than 30% of judges in a 

number of nations, including Italy (52.9%), El Salvador (48.7%), France (70.9%), Germany (44.5%), 

Uganda (44%), Spain (40%), and the United States (34.7%). In other cases, the values are quite low. 

Kuwait has no females, Iraq has 7.6%, and Nepal has 3.8%. 

Indeed, even in nations where more ladies have been delegated as judges, they remain essentially 

underrepresented in, strategic, influential places. Female portrayal in El Salvador is 35.7 percent in 

higher courts and 50.4 percent in lower courts, yet female portrayal in Germany is 29.3 percent in higher 

courts and 44.8 percent in lower courts. 

For effective solutions to these problems, international and national cooperation is required. Considering 

this, UNDP and the District Secretariat, as a team with the Worldwide Relationship of Ladies Judges, 

are sending off the orientation variety in the legal executive venture, which means to expand ladies' full 

and viable contribution in the lawful calling. 

We desire to give public leaders with proof to upgrade orientation equality and work on the nature of 

ladies' legal independent direction by joining measurements on female portrayal and obstructions to 

orientation changed legal foundations. 

The revolutionary impact of this initiative lies in addressing women's social, economic, and structural 

constraints as well as prejudice. We will team up with states, the legal executive, common society, and 

female law specialists and attorneys to find procedures to wipe out determined orientation assumptions 

about entering and ascending in the legitimate calling. 

We will devise ways of ensuring that ladies' work-life responsibilities are adjusted. The work will 

likewise explore how orientation converges with different socioeconomics like age, handicap status, 

ethnic groupings, and language bunches to stay away from extra bias against ladies. 
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In addition, the project will contribute to expanding access to justice; the disgrace engaged with detailing 

specific offenses is regularly exacerbated by an absence of portrayal in the lawbreaker court framework. 

A female victim of sexual and gender-based abuse is unlikely to sue if the court is dominated by male 

jurists. 

1.1 Diversity and inclusivity in the Indian judiciary 

 

Fig. 1 diversity and inclusivity in the Indian judiciary 

The High Court Collegium, drove by Boss Equity of India D Y Chandrachud and involved Judges 

S K Kaul and K M Joseph, reaffirmed its choice to name five lawyers as High Court decided on 

January 19. 

The collegium designated senior insight Saurabh Kirpal for arrangement as an appointed authority 

of the Delhi High Court from among the five competitors. The proposal to appoint Kirpal as a high 

court judge, which had been pending for more than five years, required immediate consideration, 

according to the three members of the Collegium. 

Saurabh Kripal, the child of previous Boss Equity of India BN Kripal, openly distinguishes as gay 

and lives in New Delhi with his sweetheart. The proposal was given collectively by the Delhi High 

Court Collegium on October 13, 2017 and acknowledged by the High Court Collegium on 

November 11, 2021. 

Setting another benchmark for receptiveness in the for the most part hidden and focused collegium, 

CJI Chandrachud openly distributed the Middle's protests and the collegium's thinking while at the 

same time keeping up with its suggestions. 

Referring to a communication from the Research & Analysis Wing and former 

Union Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad, the Collegium stated, "It appears that 
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there are two objections to the recommendation made by the Collegium of this 

Court on 11 November 2021 approving the name of Shri Saurabh Kirpal, 

namely: (i) Shri Saurabh Kirpal's partner is a Swiss national, and (ii) he is in an 

intimate relationship and open about his sexual orientation.” 

Because they were colonies of the then-British Empire, the mother country exerted significant authority, 

and any deviation from the established rules of behaviour was considered as reactionary. Monarchists 

who were unrepentant refused to budge from long-established precedent, claiming that it had served us 

well in the past and should be preserved in form and content.  

The conservative viewpoint was that the law needed to be clear and consistent, and any attempt to 

develop a liberal interpretation of the law was promptly rejected, even if injustice was unavoidable.  

Fortunately, we are now masters of our own fate, responsible for developing a uniquely ours judiciary 

inside our Region, based on our own cultures, mores, and traditions, with judges attuned to the 

complexities of our civilisation. 

In conclusion, I agree with Professor Kathleen Mahoney of the University of 

Calgary's Faculty of Law, who stated in her address to the Colloquium held in 

Guyana in 1997 on the topic of "Gender and the Judiciary: Confronting Gender 

Bias," that "Inequality is tangible and real for all women, yet equality has always 

been a very difficult concept for judges, lawyers, law professors, and other 

students of the law to define or describe." 

She went on to quote from Justice Rosalie Abella of the Ontario Court of Appeal's essay "The Dynamic 

Nature of Equality," which states:  

"... Equality evolves both in process and in content. It is long-lasting, cumulative, 

and contextual. Equality is, at the very least, the absence of prejudice. What 

constitutes unfavourable discrimination, on the other hand, changes with time, 

information, experience, and understanding? What we as a culture tolerated a 

century, fifty years, or even ten years ago is no longer acceptable. Thus, equality is 

a process that needs continual and flexible examination, thorough thinking, and a 

strong willingness to be open-minded. Even if we aren't always sure what 'equality' 

means in this continual process, most of us have a good understanding of what is 

reasonable?" 
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It is my certifiable point and trust that we will pass on this colloquium with an unmistakable assurance to 

eliminate orientation unevenness in our overall sets of laws by using all suitable means to give equity to 

all ladies at whatever point treacheries and bias show up to wreak havoc. 

1. Saurabh Kripal's Swiss national partner 

According to the Collegium, this argument was rejected,  

"As a matter of principle, there can be no opposition to attorney Saurabh 

Kirpal's candidacy on the basis that his spouse is a foreign national.” 

“There is no reason to believe that the candidate's Swiss national partner would 

be hostile to our country, because his place of origin is a friendly one. “Many 

people in high positions, including current and former holders of constitutional 

offices, have and have had foreign-national spouses," the Collegium state. 

2. Saurabh Kripal's sexual orientation  

“"While homosexuality is no longer criminalized in India," according to the Law 

Minister's letter dated April 1, 2021, same-sex marriage "remains devoid of 

recognition in either codified statutory law or uncodified personal law in India." 

Furthermore, according to the Collegium statement, the candidate's "ardent 

involvement and passionate attachment to the cause of gay rights" does not rule 

out the possibility of bias and prejudice. 

Concerning the Centre's worries regarding Kirpal's gender identity, the Collegium's statement praised 

him for being honest about it, stating it "goes to his credit" that he hasn't disguised it. 

The Collegium stated  

“Rejecting his candidacy on that basis would be manifestly contrary to the 

constitutional principles of the Supreme Court.""Additionally, in response 

to this objection, it should be noted that the decisions of this Court's 

Constitution Bench have established the constitutional position that every 

individual is entitled to maintain their own dignity and individuality, 

regardless of sexual orientation.” 

The fact that Saurabh Kirpal has been honest about his sexual orientation is to his credit. He has not 

been secretive about his sexual orientation as a future judge. 
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“His appointment would bring value to the Delhi High Court Bench by providing 

inclusivity and diversity. His conduct and behavior have been impeccable. It may 

have been better for the candidate not to speak to the press about the reasons why 

the Collegium's recommendations were sent back for reconsideration. However, 

given that the name has been waiting for almost five years, this should not be 

viewed negatively," the Collegium stated. 

3. Judicial diversity  

It is important to note that one of the Centre's complaints was about the possibility of prejudice against 

an openly gay man. In other words, Saurabh Kripal may make statements that are progressive for the 

LGBTQIA+ community and keep up with changing times, as the Centre has secretly stated, which may 

cause a ripple in this male-dominated upper caste society. 

Many petitions are submitted in courts consistently tending to strict minorities, rank minorities, 

orientation minorities, and the LGBTQIA+ populaces. In most of such circumstances, the orders are 

given by seats in which no individuals from the minimized populace are straightforwardly impacted. In 

any event, during the choice to decriminalize homosexuality, the protected seat was comprised of people 

who were not individuals from the local area. 

The question at this point is whether the judges currently serving in the Courts are ready to deal with 

such circumstances. How broadened is the present overall set of laws? Additionally, how equitable are 

the decisions made by benches devoid of community members who have signed petitions? 

If there is no member of the marginalized community on the bench, how much of the opinions of the 

affected communities are taken into consideration before the judgments are pronounced, even in cases 

involving Dalits, Adivasis, women, transgender people, Muslims, or Christians? 

The Supreme Court has appointed 247 judges, which is excessive. The underlying most extreme number 

of judges was eight, but that number has since been expanded to 34. Just three ladies judges are available 

on the ongoing rundown of the 28 sitting Arbiters for the nation's highest court, specifically Judges 

HimaKohli, Bela Trivedi, and B.V. Nagarathna, one Muslim appointed authority, Abdul Nazeer, one 

Parsi judge, Equity Jamshed Burjor Pardiwala, one Christian adjudicator, K.M. Joseph, and two Dalit 

judges, C.T. Ravikumar and Bhushan Ramkrishna Gavai. 

The current appointed authorities are not really individuals from the gay or ST people group. This 

indicates that the majority of the current justices on the Supreme Court are conservative. 
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Too far, the High Court has named 247 appointed authorities. The underlying greatest number of judges 

was eight, but that number has since been expanded to 34. Just three ladies judges are available on the 

ongoing rundown of the 28 sitting Arbiters for the highest court, to be specific Judges HimaKohli, Bela 

Trivedi, and B.V. Nagarathna, one Muslim appointed authority, Abdul Nazeer, one Parsi judge, Equity 

Jamshed Burjor Pardiwala, one Christian adjudicator, K.M. Joseph, and two Dalit judges, C.T. 

Ravikumar and Bhushan Ramkrishna Gavai.  

The current adjudicators are not really individuals from the gay or ST people group. This indicates that 

the majority of the current justices on the Supreme Court are conservative. 

Trust in the Court among these populations has been shaken by recent decisions on issues that affect 

them, such as compensation awards or eviction from forests. Regardless of the way that the High Court, 

as other state associations, ought to try to ingrain people from all gatherings, especially ladies from 

oppressed regions, it isn't illustrative of India's variety. 

Many contend that the upper court goes about as an "Old Young men Club," inferable from the elevated 

degrees of portrayal of a couple of families on High Court and High Court seats. 

Formal equity, expressed in wide, dynamic, and facially unbiased words, has neglected to give general 

admittance to and pleasure in common freedoms. A series of significant changes are required to achieve 

equality in the real world, not just in theory. 

Consequently, current national and international standards recognize that women have the right to the 

full range of human rights and liberties guaranteed by law, as well as to their protection.  

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and the 

Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment, and Eradication of Violence Against 

Women (Convention of Belém do Pará) set out detailed formulations of states' duties regarding women's 

right to equality, particularly the rights to non-discrimination and a life free of violence.  

Of course, acknowledging women's rights on paper does not remove the real conditions and structural 

constraints that prevent women from enjoying their rights on an equal footing with men. Indeed, by 

joining the aforementioned accords, Mexico has accepted that violence against women is one of these 

situations. 

“Women, in particular, are frequently denied equal enjoyment of their human 

rights as a result of their lower position conferred by history and custom, or as a 

result of overt and covert discrimination. Due to the intersection of sex with 
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factors such as race, color, language, religion, political and other opinion, 

national or social origin, property, birth, or other status, such as age, ethnicity, 

disability, marital, refugee, or migrant status, many women face distinct forms of 

discrimination, resulting in compounded disadvantage.” 

The State can translate the rights that it has recognized at the international level into realities on the 

ground by actions such as those outlined above, giving international treaties actual meaning. Judges play 

an especially crucial role in making women's human rights a reality and in removing structural 

impediments that keep women from exercising their rights.  

The right to equality and the right to access to justice are binding principles of public international law 

that impose duties on governments. Those who administer justice are especially obligated to uphold each 

of these rights, employing interpretative tools and canons that can aid jurists in reading the law.  

Not only could women's discrimination and victimization continue if interpretive tools were not used, 

but they could also lose their rights and break the state's international commitments. 

The Supreme Court Collegium, consisting of Justices S K Kaul and K M Joseph and chaired by Chief 

Justice of India D Y Chandrachud, confirmed its decision to appoint five attorneys as High Court judges 

on January 19. The collegium chose senior attorney Saurabh Kirpal to be a judge at the Delhi High 

Court out of the five candidates. 

The three-part Collegium expressed that the proposition to name Kirpal as a high court judge has been 

forthcoming for over five years and should be thought about quickly. 

Saurabh Kripal, the child of previous Boss Equity of India BN Kripal, openly distinguishes as gay and 

lives in New Delhi with his sweetheart. The proposal was given collectively by the Delhi High Court 

Collegium on October 13, 2017 and acknowledged by the High Court Collegium on November 11, 

2021. 

Setting another benchmark for receptiveness in the for the most part hidden and focused collegium, CJI 

Chandrachud openly distributed the Middle's protests and the collegium's thinking while at the same 

time keeping up with its suggestions. 

Referring to a message from the Research and Analysis Wing and former Union Law Minister Ravi 

Shankar Prasad, said that  

“There appear to be two objections to the recommendation issued by the 

Collegium of this Court on November 11, 2021, accepting the name of Shri 
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Saurabh Kirpal, namely: (i) Shri Saurabh Kirpal's partner is a Swiss national, 

and (ii) he is in an intimate relationship and open about his sexual orientation.” 

The Collegium had responded, in response to this complaint:  

“As a matter of principle, there can be no opposition to attorney Saurabh 

Kirpal's candidacy on the grounds that his spouse is a foreign national." 

"There is no reason to believe that the candidate's Swiss national partner would 

be hostile to our country, because his country of origin is a friendly 

nation.""Many people in high positions, including current and former holders of 

constitutional offices, have and have had foreign-national spouses," the 

Collegium stated. 

“According to the Law Minister's letter dated April 1, 2021, "while 

homosexuality is no longer criminalized in India," same-sex marriage "remains 

devoid of recognition in either codified statutory law or uncodified personal law 

in India." Furthermore, the candidate's "ardent involvement and passionate 

attachment to the cause of gay rights" would not rule out the potential of bias and 

prejudice, according to the Collegium statement. 

Concerning the Centre's worries regarding Kirpal's sexual orientation, the Collegium's statement praised 

him for being honest about it, adding it "goes to his credit" that he has not been secretive about it. 

The council stated  

“Rejecting his candidacy on that basis would be clearly antithetical to the 

Supreme Court's constitutional norms.” 

“Moreover, it ought to be featured that the choices of this Court's Constitution Seat have laid out the 

basic position that each individual is permitted to keep their own pride and uniqueness paying little mind 

to sexual direction. 

The way that Saurabh Kirpal has spoken the truth about his sexual direction is amazingly. As a potential 

judge, he has not kept his sexual orientation a secret. 

“His appointment would bring value to the Delhi High Court Bench by providing 

inclusivity and diversity. His conduct and behavior have been impeccable. It may 

have been better for the candidate not to speak to the press about the reasons why 

the Collegium's recommendations were sent back for reconsideration. However, 
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given that the name has been waiting for almost five years, this should not be 

viewed negatively," the Collegium stated. 

4. Despite a five-year wait, this is a little triumph. 

The Supreme Court of India has now openly backed senior advocate Saurabh Kripal's anti-homophobia 

and discrimination campaign. However, once the Centre's objections became public, fresh challenges 

arose. Despite the fact that sexual orientation became legally permissible in India in 2018, a high-caste 

gay man had to wait five years before being considered for a promotion. 

5. Judicial diversity 

It is worth noting that one of the Centre's issues was about the discrimination that an out homosexual 

man would face. In other words, the Centre has quietly said that Saurabh Kripal may make remarks that 

are progressive for the LGBTQIA+ community and keep up with changing times, causing a ripple in this 

male upper caste dominating culture. On a daily basis, several petitions addressing religious minorities, 

caste minorities, gender minorities, and LGBTQIA+ groups are filed in courts.  

The majority of such orders are given by benches having no direct impact on members of the 

disadvantaged group. Even with the decision to legalize homosexuality, the constitutional bench was 

made up of non-community members. 

The question now is whether the Courts' present judges are prepared to handle such situations. How 

diversified is today's legal system? And, how fair are the decisions rendered by benches that lack 

representation from the communities who have filed petitions? 

Even in cases involving Dalits, Adivasis, women, transgender people, Muslims, or Christians, if there is 

no member of the marginalized community on the bench, how much of the opinions of the affected 

communities are taken into consideration before decisions are made? 

Excessively far, the High Court has delegated 247 adjudicators. The underlying greatest number of 

judges was eight, but that number has since been expanded to 34. On the current list of the 28 sitting 

Supreme Court judges, only three are women: Justices Hima Kohli, Bela Trivedi, and B.V. Nagarathna; 

Abdul Nazeer is a Muslim judge; Justice Jamshed Burjor Pardiwala is a Parsi judge; K.M. Joseph is a 

Christian judge; and C.T. Ravikumar and Bhushan Ramkrishna Gavai and Bhushan Ramkrishna 

The current appointed authorities are not really individuals from the gay or ST people group. This 

suggests that the majority of the current Supreme Court judges come from privileged backgrounds. 
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Ladies and other underestimated gatherings, like Planned Positions and Booked Clans, have for quite 

some time been underrepresented. In the Supreme Court's 70-year history, no Scheduled Tribe judge has 

ever been proposed, despite the fact that there are over 100 million people who belong to indigenous 

tribes. Only three of the 25 Supreme Court judges have been women since 2014, and two more were 

appointed in 2018. 

Notwithstanding comprising around 25% of the Indian populace, neither Planned Standings nor Booked 

Clans have a satisfactory portrayal on the Seat. The High Court every now and again decisions on issues 

influencing minimized gatherings. 

Trust in the Court among these populations has been shaken by recent decisions on issues that affect 

them, such as compensation awards or eviction from forests. Regardless of the way that it, as other state 

establishments, ought to try to impart individuals from all gatherings, especially ladies from oppressed 

networks, the High Court isn't illustrative of India's variety.  

Many argue that the upper court acts as an "Old Boys Club," owing to the high levels of representation 

of only a few families on High Court and Supreme Court benches. 

6. Gender Representation in the Legal System 

When Justices Hima Kohli, Bela Trivedi, and B.V. Nagarathna were sworn in as Supreme Court judges 

on September 1, 2021, Law Minister Kiren Rijiju called it a "historic moment for gender 

representation"; India's ambassador to the US called it "a proud moment," and many others tweeted 

congratulations to the new justices on their "momentous day”.  

While the nominees were clearly hailed since they reduced the gender disparity in India's top court, 

many people thought the celebrations were premature because the unequal gender balance in India's 

judiciary had yet to be rectified. The Supreme Court has had four female justices, the current three and 

the now-retired Justice Indira Banerjee. 

India's society has long been concerned about gender inequality. Notwithstanding various social, 

financial, political, lawful, and protected drives for ladies' liberation both when autonomy, ladies in 

India keep on encountering monstrosities, for example, assault, endowment murders, corrosive attacks, 

illegal exploitation, etc. As per a Reuters study, India is the fourth most unsafe country on the planet for 

ladies. 
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7. Conclusion  

There is a greater part of leaned toward rank Hindu men in India's current legal framework. While it 

very well might be contended that variety of any kind works on the court's authenticity and cultivates 

public trust, meaningful variety has undeniably more worth. Variety is much of the time utilized as an 

indication of portrayal and consideration in the most noteworthy courts. 
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